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th

  

Race report

A pleasant day for a championship. 85 odd members thought
so congregating at Casey Fields to do battle for their respective
five-year age group club criterium championship title. As the
crowds gathered the clouds dissipated and the famed Casey
winds tempered their aggression to make it a good day for a
race.

Resurfacing of the far loop a mixed blessing, the shortened
windward stretch countered by the hairpin that, although it
could be taken at speed, could not be pedalled through. The
whip end of any train having to find an extra 5kph on the
downwind stretch to hook the lead riders before the turn up the
finish straight.

womens

With four contenders to the Women’s Club Criterium
Champion’s title it was a case of watching wheels, inflicting a
bit of hurt then recovering to inflict a bit more hurt a bit later.
So it went for the first half hour or so, each of the four girls
taking their turn at the front, each testing the others’ legs, and
their own.  Carol Ross doing the lioness’ share of the work
while Catrin Harris seemed to be cruising every time she
moved to the front but it was Alison Barnard that Petra
Niclasen was keeping the wariest eye upon – her very strong
finish at Macclesfield a couple of weeks ago still fresh in
Petra’s mind.

A surge by Carol late in the second half of the race as she took
control of the pace the trigger for Alison to make her move.
The attentive Petra was quick out of the saddle and across to
Alison’s wheel, the other two digging deep to regain the
leaders’ wheels.  A couple of laps chasing and Carol was
within a frog’s hop of h lead pair when the officials rang the
bell for the last lap, Catrin still with daylight to close on Carol.

With three quarters of a lap to go Alison made a tactical error -
reaching for her drink bottle, Petra pounced and quickly had a
gap that she hoped would be defendable.  Through the hairpin
and onto the downwind stretch Alison was closing, Petra’s legs
were jelly and doubts as to the wiseness of the move were
creeping in.  Doggedly Petra drove on as Alison bore down on
her.  Into the final straight and the gap was closing but the gap
to the line was closing faster and Petra crossed two bike
lengths ahead of Alison.  Both Carol and Catrin had pushed it
in pursuit but the gap at the bell had been too great for Catrin,
Carol taking third ahead of Catrin.

35-39yo

This race was a methodical execution, the hot favourite Justin
Davis biding his time.  The race started at a reasonable and steady
pace for the first ten minutes then went up a notch, exit Marc
Ramsdale.

Another ten minutes of steady pace followed by another increase
in tempo and exit Rudi Botha.  Encouragement from the sidelines
stopping Rudi from pulling out as he needed to finish to win the
bronze.

Another ten minutes of steady pace, most being done by Justin,
then another increase in tempo, exit Rob Tidey.  The race now a
series of time trials.

Another ten minutes of steady pace and another increase in pace –
Justin just beginning to hit his straps.

Another ten minutes of steady pace and the bell, Justin
comfortably first, Rob equally so in second whilst Rudi had to
fight off Marc Ramsdale, who had not only fought his way back
into contention but was in a position to attack Rudi on the final
lap, Rudi holding on then out sprinting Marc to pocket the
bronze.

40-44yo

Nine on the start line, a quick survey shows that the regular b-
grade riders might just have a chance, a few part time a-graders to
watch – an achievable task.  Then David Holt makes his way
through the older age groups and joins the red hats just as the
starter gets them under way.  No time to lament the change of
fortune as Paul Wilson has taken it upon himself to try to thin the
masses early.

Paul’s tactic burning a few then when David stepped up to the
task ten minutes in it was the end for a few more.  With a bit of
time to kill David, Paul, Anthony Gullace and Darren Darling
took turns at the front, keeping the pace hot, the two remaining d-
graders bravely hanging on.  With time running down a few
surges by the contenders saw the six become four.

On the bell Anthony Gullace had the sense to be not too far from
the front and to be ready to use the tight hairpin to his advantage,
Tony taking the lead late on the windward stretch and holding it
through the corner and then driving it downwind only to have
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David Holt power past into the last corner and away up to the
finish, Darren Darling sitting pretty on his right hip.  No
amount of protection was going to get Darren past David as he
rode away to take the championship.  Darren following
through in second and Anthony, having done enough through
the hairpin and with the wind, holding off Paul for third.

45-49yo

It was a baker’s assortment that said goodbye to the starter.  It
was a quick start with Damian Burke attacking straight after
the neutral lap, a lap chase ensued and the inevitable regroup.
Into the third lap, Phil Smith & Damian attacked with Steven
Ross responding and bringing up the remainder of the bunch; a
few already in a little bit of bother.  Damian attacked again,
Steven responded with Rob Harris & others covering whilst
Phil waited and watched.

At about the fifteen-minute mark Phil attacked, Damian let his
team mate go hoping to join him a little later.  No one seemed
interested in covering Phil so that was the last the field saw of
him (until he lapped the remainder of the age group later –
ed.).  From there on Damian was left to set the pace at the
front, trying on quite a number of occasions to break the
shackles and join Phil but to no avail as the b & c-grade riders
desperately covered every attempt in an effort to stay in the
race.  By the 20 minute mark Damian’s surging had cut the
field down to six; Phil off the front, Damian still trying to get
clear the four others hanging on by the skins of their teeth; for
the other seven their day was over.

Another attempt to get clear by Damian at the forty minute
mark was shrouded in controversy, the attack up the windward
side of the finish straight bringing him within a couple of
metres of Justin Davis’ (35-39yo) wheel.  From some angles it
appeared there may have been advantage gained, heeding calls
from the sidelines Damian sat up to let Justin ride away and his
followers catch up.  With less than fifteen minutes to run it was
Phil’s championship - game over, the pace coming right off as
the small band awaited the bell and the inevitable sprint to
decide the contest for Silver.

When the bell did toll the pace slowed even more as riders
jostled for position, it was Rob Harris who ultimately led the
acceleration out of the hairpin and into the shortened back
straight, Damian biding his time, Steve Ross watching
attentively.  Out of the last corner Damian took his frustrations
out on the pedals, storming up the left of the road past Rob to a
comfortable second.  Steve gaining advantage from, but unable
to match, Damian’s acceleration also passed Rob to cross the
line in third.

50-54yo

The biggest field of the day saw the greatest attrition; Tony
Chandler in no mood to carry passengers quickly reduced the
field from nineteen to ten then five then three then two.

Nick Hainal taking advantage of the neutral lap to lead the race
for a bit before Tony hit the field with a serious attack early in
the third lap.  Most were able to scramble back onto a wheel
but his next effort broke a few rubber bands, his next a few
more and it was down to a bunch of ten.  Tony wasn’t finished

and another massive attack at the twelve-minute mark had he,
Rob Amos and Frank Nyhuis clear of the remainder, Rob and
Frank having to chew a bit of bar tape to stay with Tony.  Half a
lap later it was two chasing three, Greg Lipple and Phil
Thompson the only ones of the half-dozen chasers with the balls
to continue the chase.

Having decimated the field Tony, Rob and Frank set about
making sure the remaining chasers didn’t catch up, the three
swapping off turns and keeping the pace high.  After fifteen
minutes of punishment Frank started missing his turn and Tony
turned up the screws, an attack showing Frank to be done and
putting Rob into a little difficulty as he chased back on.  With
Rob back on the wheel the pair continued to consolidate their
advantage, leaving Frank to deal with the pursuers who were
tiring and ultimately proved to be no threat.

Within striking distance of the bell another effort by Tony to
break Rob almost had legs but Rob’s determination had him
clawing his way back onto Tony’s wheel.  The bell putting paid
to any thoughts Tony may have had about another attack but
leaving Rob on the front to lead the last lap out.  With enough
time up his sleeves Rob did everything he could, short of track-
standing, to get Tony to take the lead but to no avail.  Out of the
hairpin and with the wind for the last time Rob wound it up in the
hope that all of Tony’s earlier efforts had taken the edge from his
legs.  It had and Rob held on to take the win, just, Tony finishing
within a bike length for second and Frank cruising in a ways back
but comfortably ahead of Phil and Greg for third.

Rob's stats:
Distance: 39km in 1:01, avg: 38.6kph, max: 54.9kph

55-59yo  (Nigel Frayne)

Sixteen riders turned up for what I reckon was the largest bunch
for any Club Champs I've done.  Usually the numbers are down
due to the different racing conditions - age based groups rather
than our usual graded scratch racing.  The bunch is therefore
comprised of anything from D to A grade riders, some very old
hands and some new to racing.  If enough riders show up this can
result in quite interesting racing and calls for a different set of
tactics.  Some riders will attempt to break the will of the bunch
and escape while others will work to stay together and foil the
attacks.

Within this large grouping there were subsets of riders competing
either for the major prizes, with each other or perhaps even just to
finish within sight of the leaders.  Everyone finds their own
challenge and for Hylton Preece just finishing with the bunch for
6th place was a ten year achievement.  A few guys were shelled
out the back early when the first attacks started however for the
most part the bunch hung in there so congrats to all who turned
up and made it a interesting race.

Things got underway in the usual windy conditions at Casey
Fields, blustering from the west mostly making for a tail wind
down the back straight and a cross wind in the run to the line.
After a couple of laps where the 4 or 5 'likely types' sized each
other up we went neutral for a lap while Peter Ransome stopped
to assist a rider from another bunch who was having breathing
difficulties.  Once Peter rejoined the race the race began in
earnest.  I suspect it was Rob Truscott, erstwhile a-grader who



was the first to put in an escape effort.  It was short lived.  The
pace was not high and so the next attack came shortly
afterwards.  It too was shut down quickly and a pattern was
already emerging.  None of the 'likely types' were going to
allow any escapes and so each in turn was chased down with
the 'tail' surviving each surge and so regroup again.

The attacking riders were Peter Ransome, Nigel Frayne, Rob
Truscott, Ron Chapman an occasional Steve Short and a
couple of others.  And the lead chasers were pretty much the
same group since none of them were prepared to let any of the
others get away.  Around mid race Peter Ransome was starting
to show some agitation at this pattern and put down some pace
to try to soften a few legs.  Ron Chapman was also driving
things along regularly.  Nigel Frayne put in another couple of
escape attempts trying to link up with another rider thinking
that a pairing might just have the strength to get away.  But
this was even more alarming to the strong men and each in
turn was closed down.

However when finally Peter Ransome and another rider (sorry
don't know who it was) moved off the front the pattern seemed
to be broken and a general lack of will to chase overcame the
group.  Or perhaps the collective intention was to let them
hang out to dry for a while in that wind. Peter, on realising the
chase was limp, decided to go for it and dropped his fellow
escapee.  He proceeded to overtake some of the other age
groups and virtually disappeared into the morass of circulating
riders.  Out of sight out of mind it seemed since, despite some
urging from Nigel to get organised for a chase, Peter had
claimed what seemed to be a race winning gap.  (As I later
discovered some of us indeed had not realised Peter was away
so no wonder the chase wasn't on. - NF)

With Peter now well clear and pleading with the bell ringers
for mercy the bunch behind slowed in preparation for an
inevitable sprint for minor placings.  When the bell did finally
toll one could sense the anxiety as the 'likely types' looked at
each other and those who might not have given themselves a
chance suddenly had hope.  They had survived this far so why
not imagine that they could go all the way.  It wasn't until the
last half lap that the pace increased and Steve Short took over
the controls.  Nigel was sitting pretty in second wheel waiting
for an early jump from Rob Truscott.  As the small bunch
approached the final bend it was still line astern.  Nigel
couldn't wait any longer and swept around Steve and went for
the line.  With the wind coming over his left shoulder he kept
to the right of the track forcing any contenders from behind to
push maximum wind.

Up ahead Peter had already taken the chequered flag.

Up the slight rise Nigel was overtaken by Rob Truscott who
pushed away for a safe second place.  Nigel held on for third
with Sam Fazio close on his heals.

(The aforementioned Hylton was in the mix for 6th however
the rest of the placings are unknown to me.  So sorry about that
for those who finished but thanks to all for turning up and
making an interesting race of it. - NF)

Nigel's stats:
Distance: 35.1km in 1:00:22, avg: 34.9kph, max: 48.1kph

60-64yo

In the sixty-sixty four age group the dramas started before the
race, Martin Stalder breaking his rear derailleur cable whilst
setting up the bike, limiting him to two gears; 39-12 for the up-
wind sections and 53-12 for the down-wind ones. Once on the
track this didn’t seem to hinder him, Martin and Rob Green doing
a lot of the pace making throughout.

As the race progressed the pace picked up and a few found the
going too tough, half way through proceedings the field was
down a couple and Richard Dobson had stepped up to the plate to
assist with the infliction of pain.  Harold Simpson was also seen
at the front mid-race but as the end nighed he and Rob Green
started to be a little more judicious with their appearances.

Into the last lap there were still decisions to be made, the majority
of the starting seven still in contention. No last minute efforts and
it came down to a sprint, a battle won by Rob Green who had
conserved enough to ride away from Harold Simpson and Martin
Stalder.

Stats; 33.5k covered in 55 minutes for an average of 33.4kph

65-69yo

A rock and a hard place comes to mind here, Neil Cartledge
damned if he did and damned if he didn’t - the domestique caught
between the two sprinters.  As such the race was run at a fairly
easy pace; Jim Swainston, still on the ride back from surgery, not
too keen to push the pedals, Ken Bone wise enough to know
where his chances lay, Neil quickly resigned to the inevitable.

A couple of early attacks by Neil proved fruitless; the other two
were never going to allow him a break.  And so it came down to
the last lap; Neil and Jim doing the majority of the work to get the
trio there with the occasional assist from Ken.

The sprinters, doing what they do best, encouraged Neil to lead
the sprint out, Jim at second wheel, Ken in the box seat.  Into the
back straight the pace increased it wasn’t only the assistance of
the wind, and the surety there wasn’t much longer to go that was
driving the pedals but a last hope that if speeds were high enough
the sprinters may not have a big enough kick.  Not to be as out of
the last turn Ken made his move, jumping from the back and
accelerating to the line.  Jim jumped from Neil’s wheel in pursuit
but Ken’s initial surge was enough to guarantee him the win - two
bike-lengths to Jim, Neil a further two lengths back left
wondering what else he could have done.

70-74yo

It may have been the opposite end of the age spectrum but the 70-
74yo race followed a similar pattern to the 35-39yo, and it was a
similarly attired rider responsible for the clinical exercise.  Ted
McCoy, clad in Omara blue & yellow, set about making the
championship his from very early in the race.  With no hills to aid
his venture Ted used the wind, consistently attacking on the
cross-wind stretches, stretching the small group of four and
inflicting hurt on every occasion.  Laurie Bohn was the first to
fold, the relentless driving by Ted uncoupling Laurie around the



fifteen minute mark.  Les McLean the next to succumb ten
minutes later; those ten extra minutes sapping everything Les
had, Les retiring from the field of battle and handing Laurie
the Bronze.

It was down to two Omara clad riders; Ted and Neil Wray.
Ted continued his tactics of pushing hard up the finish straight
and finally rode away from Neil around ten minutes from the
end of proceedings.  From there in it was a case of monitoring
and maintaining, Ted holding a 400m lead over Neil to the
final lap and winning by the same margin.  Laurie finished
around the same distance back from Neil, having found his
own rhythm once away from the surging attacks of Ted.

75+yo

For the first time in living memory (Ed’s - ed.) Eastern Vets
hosted a 75+ age group race, we’ve had individuals in this age
bracket before but never enough of them in the same place at
the same time to hold a Club Championship race.  This year
Keith Bowen was joined by the newly turned 75 Ronnie
Stranks and new members Rod Goodes and Frank Carroll.
And it didn’t take long for the young upstart to start hostilities,
two-hundred metres into the race and Ronnie was on the
attack.  With heart rates at the max the other three chased and
eventually caught the young bugger only to have him go again,
that was it for the others who looked at each other wondering
where they’d get the energy to chase again.  There was none to
be had and Ronnie rode off into the Casey wind to solo it to
the finish, a deserved champion.

Anyway, back to Frank, Keith and Rod who continued to swap
turns in a futile attempt to catch their tormentor, Frank doing
some hard turns up the finishing straight, possibly to shake the
others.  This continued until the bell lap when Keith was caught
on the front where no one seemed to want to help him [odd that]
that is until the trio turned the last corner when all of a sudden
everyone seemed to want to be on the front.  Keith jumped first
followed by Rod and Frank, About 50 meters from the finish
Frank moved around Rod into third overall with Keith still
holding second.  About thirty meters from the line Keith was still
leading the sprint for Silver and Rod found something from
somewhere to claw back third, inching out Frank in a blanket
finish. Final place getters; Ron Stranks - GOLD, Keith Bowen -
Silver, Rod Goodes - Bronze.

Post-amble

The measure of fortune of our club was again demonstrated on
Saturday with the unfortunate incident of an Asthma attack
felling JC.  A handful of individuals put their races on hold to
attend, thanks must be made to these individuals, especially the
qualified Petra Niclasen and Pete Ransome.  Also thanks to the
bunches these riders came from who also put their races on hold
and allowed the helpers back into the race once JC was cleared of
any serious problems.

JC was seen hanging around the sheds soon after the incident,
making jokes and enjoying a drink, so couldn’t have been in too
bad a state.

Results

First Second Third

Women (4) Petra Niclasen Alison Barnard Carol Ross

35-39 (4) Justin Davis Rob Tidey Rudi Botha

40-44 (10) David Holt Darren Darling Anthony Gullace

45-49 (13) Phil Smith Damian Burke Steve Ross

50-54 (19) Rob Amos Tony Chandler Frank Nyhuis

55-59 (16) Pete Ransome Rob Truscott Nigel Frayne

60-64 (7) Rob Green Harold Simpson Martin Stalder

65-69 (3) Ken Bone Jim Swainston Neil Cartledge

70-74 (5) Ted McCoy Neil Wray Laurie Bohn

75+ (4) Ron Stranks Keith Bowen Rod Goodes

Officials
Thanks to Keith Bowen and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries.  And thanks to David Casey, Tim Crow and
Geoff Cranstone who had the unenviable task of keeping track of the nine bunches on the track and finishing it all off safely and to
the other members who helped on the finish line.  Also thanks to Richard Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we
have enough people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the trailer along and Peter Mackie who was on hand with
the drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.



Tuesday Night

The Tuesday night series wound up this week with Geoff Mackay taking away the series with a comfortable twelve point margin.

Rider Grade Pts/race Points

Geoff Mackay C 5.18 88

David Holt A 5.43 76

Murray Howlett C 4.75 76

John Thomson D 4.25 68

John Thomas C 4.40 66

Ron McCurdy A 4.00 64

Charles Lethbridge E 4.00 60

Mark Edwards B 4.83 58

Chris Norbury C 3.87 58

Peter Webb D 4.31 56

Michael Paull C 4.15 54

Many thanks to all the marshals and those that helped throughout the summer. Special thanks to JC Wilson (Trailer); Chris
Norbury (Entries); Graeme Parker & Hylton Preece (Sponsors); & the manager of the METEC facility for allowing us to use the
track.

Eastern Vets Program
Saturday March 27 2:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races

Monday March 29 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday April 3 2:00pm Casey Fields Graded Scratch Races

Saturday April 10 2:00pm Dunlop Road Graded Scratch Races

Saturday April 17 2:00pm Arthurs Creek Graded Scratch Races

Sunday April 18 10:00am Kernot Gippsland invitational handicap

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday March 28 10:00am Pyalong Rd, Seymour McCallion h’cap (52k)

Sunday April 4 No Racing - Easter

Sunday April 11 10:00am East Trentham Pig & Whistle h’cap (44k)

Sunday April 18 10:00am Kernot

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday March 28 10:00am Kernot Graded Scratch Races

Sunday April 4 No Racing - Easter

Sunday April 11 9:00am Pakenham Graded Scratch Races.

Sunday April 18 10:00am Kernot Handicap
Entries to
BBQ and refreshments served post-race

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Easter April 2-4 Maryborough South Pacific Championships

Victorian Road and Criterium Championships
Closed

Monday April 5 9:00am Maryborough Cec Cripps handicap (65k) Closed

Note : Entries can be made on-line through the VVCC website or are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available
on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by the requisite fee.

Other Results, etc.:



For your calendar

Date Location Event

27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride
- www.supersprint.com.au

10/4/2010 Warragul 2010 Baw Baw Challenge - 119 & 70k options (neither doing Baw Baw)
-
www.vic.cycling.org.au/default.asp?MenuID=Recreational/20073/17268/,Baw_Baw_Challenge/
20343/35625/

11/4/2010 Tarrawarra Just Cycle Yarra Valley
45k (Maroondah Hwy, Warburton Hwy Healesville-KooWeeRup Rd loop) - $130,
120k (45k ride plus Donna Buang) - $145.
Entry includes event jersey, showbag of sponsors goodies
- www.justcycle.com.au

17/10/2010 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day
Registrations open 1/4/2010 for BV members, 8/4/2010 for general public
- www.bv.com.au

27/11/2010 New
Zealand

Wattyl – Lake Taupo Cycle Challenge
Mal Jones on 0412 569 100 or email mal@shotproperty.com.au

Sunday April 18
th

.

Gippsland Vets have kindly invited us to join them and Northern at Kernot for a bit of a combine.  Northern have cancelled their
racing for that day and have organised a bus to, … well …, bus their members to Kernot for the event.  The race is a 60k handicap
(on the course they’ll be using for their Open in August), it is a flat track - not the hills we raced earlier this year.

There will be a barbeque laid on after the race and Gippsland hospitality is pretty darned good.

If anybody is interested in going, wants a ride (down there) or is able to take one or more others let me know and I’ll try
organizing a car-pool.

Insurance Matters:

As you are all aware a part of your annual registration fees goes towards insurance cover, but are you aware of what your
insurance cover covers?  An explanation of the benefits covered by the insurance is available from Keith Bowen or can be viewed
at the following web address;
- http://www.sportsnetaustralia.com 
(Claim forms are also available from this web site (as well as Keith))

One point of note is that we are only covered for 80% of ambulance costs, it is recommended that you take out ambulance cover
separately, it is not expensive and it could save you a lot in the advent of having to use their services.  Details of Ambulance
Membership can be found at the following web address;
- http://www.ambulance.vic.gov.au

3Peaks Challenge.

After some pretty consistent training over the preceding weeks I felt as ready as I could be to take on what is being billed as
"Australia's Ultimate One-day Challenge Ride".  But, I wasn't prepared well enough for the weather - driving rain all day with
50+kph winds on the summit of Mt Hotham. I'm not sure if it was the alarm ringing or the clap of thunder that woke me at 6am
after a lousy and restless sleep.  I was sure they'd delay the start so rolled over in a slumber.  Tony's excited voice - "it's raining!"
alerted me to the dangers of slumber so I dragged myself up but I'd wasted time so breakfast was out of the question.

It was surprising to see almost 2,000 entries for this challenge and I was suspicious as to the riding capability of so many.  It had
been a pre-requisite that riders could average 23 - 25kph or be collected by the sag wagon.  As we started the first descent down
Falls I was immediately worried by the slowness of some riders - riding their brakes from the summit, taking a line in the middle



of the road, braking round corners, argh!  Recipe for disaster and there were a few falls - one guy who was barely moving but hit
the brakes in a corner and fell on his bum.

While I'm cautious in the wet I do prefer to brake before a corner then let the wheels roll.  Needless to say you can pick up some
speed - and I did - but managed to keep it below the 50kph speed limit, at least on this first descent.  At the bottom our group of
four reassembled and removed warm and wet gear as the rain had stopped and shortly we'd be climbing Tawonga Gap. Sure
enough the first section of the climb was comfortable and dry.  I came across another riding buddy and we chatted all the way to
the top, spinning lightly and calmly for the 8km (km 35 - 42 in the table below).

There was a pitstop at the summit but neither of us needed fuel so we rolled over and down.  Once again there were what I
consider to be overly cautious descenders hogging the centre line wearing out their brake blocks.  Careful overtaking before the
corners enable us to keep things rolling.  Having recently done this descent at both the Alpine Classic and Tour of Bright in
Dec/Jan I felt happy to let things roll on.  When Gerard spun by me on a straight section the pace picked up somewhat - just as it
started to rain again.  We hit our max speed of 72.5kph on wet roads just before the sweeping rolling hills before Germantown.  At
the T-Intersection we stopped to don the wet weather gear again for the 30km traverse across the valley towards Mt Hotham.

A big group of riders began to coagulate along this section and soon we found ourselves being sucked along by a bunch of 50+
riders.  Alas there was no time to work our way to the front to do any pulling ;-)  So we were forced to sit on and freewheel along
at around 30kph.  The rain was getting heavier and there was a mist descending on the nearby hills.  Hotham was in the clouds.
This is looking ominous.  Someone says it doesn't look too bad and the rain is easing.  What?  Wrong!

A pit stop in Harrietville enables us to juice up and check the snow chains and ice picks before we start the climb.  After a
kilometer or so we are getting too hot so we stop and remove rain jackets and warmers - we're warm and wet already, right?  I
offload some unwanted liquid ballast Belgian style - hang it out and let it flow free.  Luckily there are no riders to be offended and
we re-mount the steeds and pedal onwards and upwards.  I'm feeling pretty good.  Gerard is a good influence on me keeping a
steady and manageable rhythm that has the kilometres ticking by fairly comfortably.  As things will go on those long climbs we
kind of get separated.  We're getting higher now and I'm starting to feel the cold.  It's also raining solidly so I don the rain jacket
again with everything unzipped for air circulation.

As I pass a guy on a sparkling new carbon Merckx I ask whether the spirit of Eddy is driving him upwards.  He gives a good
natured grin then focuses back onto the road ahead.  All the riders I see seem to be going well and in good spirits but that only
lasts until the end of the false flat section.  As we pass the ticket office the road sweeps up at about 10% and the grunting begins.
There are three steep sections before we hit the summit.  At the second section, CRB Hill, we are suddenly exposed to a driving
50kph nor-easter pounding us head on from the right.  Occasionally the road swings left and we are lifted along only to be battered
again when we swing back right.

After cresting CRB Hill there is a steep dipper before the road heads skywards again for the final 3 km of steepness.  There are
very tentative riders riding the brakes in the wet conditions again (they must have been carrying spare brake blocks!) and I make a
decision to let it roll and ride the short descent.  As I hit the bottom of that dip I must be doing 60+kph. But the earth bank on my
right opens up at the bottom and a fierce cross wind takes hold of my steed.  In spite of biting the bars on the drops the wind has
taken control and I'm swinging wildly left to right until, thankfully, the ground rises up again on my right and suddenly there's
protection from the wind again.  Yikes!  That was scary.

The final few kilometers are almost laughable as I'm grinding my way upwards with the whole body down as low as I can possibly
get it to escape that howling gale.  I reach the top with steam coming off my back from the heat generated by that grinding pedal
work.  I'm hot but I'm soaked through.  The relief of the descent into the village is quickly overtaken by a sudden realisation.  I've
become snap frozen!  I push on too far before stopping (about 50 metres!) and by the time I get to searching for arm warmers and
the long gloves I'm shaking uncontrollably.  Man it's cold up here.

As quickly as possible I remount and head for the lunch stop at Dinner Plain.  15kms!?  What?  I hadn't realised it is that far.  This
descending is going to kill me.  Feet are blocks of ice and painfully numb, hands are gone, no grip or power and with all the body
shakes, hmm, this is getting seriously dangerous.  Aha!  A hill up ahead.  Never thought I'd be so glad to be grinding a hill but it's
a chance to stop that wind cutting through everything and try to generate some heat in the old bod.  The rise passes all to soon and
I'm descending again, shaking and barely able to steer let alone hit the brakes.

Suddenly it hits me.  This is not fun anymore.  Wow what a revelation bright boy ;-)

By the time I arrive at Dinner Plain my mind has been made up and I have already mentally phoned Viv (my son) to drive out and
rescue me.  When I greet reality and actually make the call his response is "ha! had enough yet? I've already got a bag packed for
you".  Just as I'm wondering where my riding buddies are I hear the iPhone.  A message from Nick, "where are you?".  All along I
had thought the three of them were up ahead of Gerard and myself.  In fact they had stopped for water at Tawonga Gap and had



been coming up behind us from there.  When the three of them arrive there is a clear collective intention to abandon the ride.  We
make further calls and our support team of son's and wives come to the rescue.  Enough is enough.

When the cars finally arrive there's dry clothes and unimaginable comfort. It's nearly 4 o'clock and somehow there are riders still
heading out into that weather with the toughest sections still to negotiate.  Is this brave, wise or mad?  These people's stories are
still doing the rounds of the bike shops - freezing, howling winds, darkness, fatigue and multiple flat tyres due to the fine quartz
grit sticking to tyres.  Somehow over 700 people make it through.  One of them is Gerard who eventually reaches the finish at
21:15, that's about 14 hours in the saddle.... well he was in the saddle when he wasn't helping and shepherding others who were
either scared in the darkness or desperate for assistance with flat tyres.

Chapeau to all those I say.  Hopefully next year I will be one of them - but it won't be if those conditions return.

Ride time: 5hr 8min
Distance: 117.8km
Ave Spd: 22.9kph
MaxSpd: 72.5kph
Ave CAD: 74rpm
MaxCAD: 158rpm? (maybe that lightening glitched my Polar!)

*******************


